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During the summer of '07 the present TECHNIC Editor had occasion to spend ten weeks in
Canada, chiefly in the western part, and was
inuch interested in the stage and rate of development of the country. It seemed truly the "Last
West," a place where men have opportunity to
grow broad in the rapid growth of a young
empire. It is of greatest interest to watch, for
example, the railroad construction through the
wonderful mountains of British Columbia; and
for the benefit of Rose men we have arranged
for a "Canadian Correspondent," who will furnish occasional notes of just such matters.

This month we are beginning the first of a
series of articles by E. P. Osborn, an English political economist of distinction who has devoted
a great deal of time and study to Canada. He
has traveled from coast to coast in the Dominion,
paying particular attention to the development of
the railway systems and to their methods of construction. Possibly no other writer has given
such careful and exact attention to the subject of
transportational development in the British Empire. Mr. Osborn is a frequent contributor to
The British Weekly and the English Review of
Reviews. The first article refers to a portion of
Eastern Canada, and will be followed by others
which will lead the reader into the "Land of
Promise" (the prairies of the Middle West), and
then the "Land of To-morrow" (the mountain
region). The series will be concluded by a most
interesting story of the proposed coast terminal
of the new transcontinental railroad, which is
now being built through the Rocky Mountains.
Securing this series was the first work of our
new "Canadian Correspondent."
* * * *
TECHNIC readers may be interested to know
that Esperanto has been used the present year in
at least four international congresses. At the
International Congress of Medicine, which has
just closed its sixteenth session at Budapest, ten
reports were submitted in the international language. At the International Congress of Sociology, which met recently in Geneva, Esperanto
was formally admitted as one of the official languages of the congress, the others being French,
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English, German, and Italian; four members of
the congress spoke in Esperanto at the general
sessions. Esperanto has been officially admitted
by the International Congress of Dentists, which
last met in Brussels.
As the International Congress of Esperantists
will meet in Washington City next year, it is desirable that American scientists make all possible
progress in learning this language and in aiding
in the establishment of suitable technical vocabularies.
It would appear, from the progress already
made, that within a short period Esperanto will
be fully recognized as a means of international
communication, and the time seems to have arrived when scientists generally should learn the
language. Fortunately. this is a very easy task.

in the advantage of being a "mixer" and a "good
fellow." Often you see this man carry his point
too far, and he is to be found carousing nightly
with kindred spirits. Is he not even more in the
wrong than he who ignores the value of social
polish and shuns society to make himself a bookworm? Consider again the quality first listed.
He who graduates a weakling, though with high
honors, can not command men. His opposite is
the athlete, so devoted to his sports that when he
graduates into the life of the engineer, he is in a
new field, apart from his tastes and experiences.
It is not hard for most fellows to avoid the
extremes quoted, but are you cultivating the
tastes of a perfectly-balanced college man?

The Alumni will be interested to hear that
Professor Hathaway has been elected school
trustee of Terre Haute. The recent election was
the first in which citizens voted for the trustees;
heretofore the city council appointed three, but
by action of the last legislature this number was
changed to five and the election made by popular vote. Thus it is seen that, since Hathaway
received the second highest number of votes, full
confidence is reposed in him by the people. We
feel sure that his thirty years of experience with
students will be of great service when he takes
his official chair next January.

What constitutes a successful technical college training?
The answers to this will, indeed, be varied,
but certain principles should underlie all the definitions. There will be four chief qualities in
the graduate whose attainments have been somewhere near the ideal. He will have good health
within a strong physique; his grasp of the subjects he has studied will be such as to make his
training of constant use in his profession; he will
have given enough attention to matters of the
soul to be firm in his faith, well grounded in his
beliefs, and a "Thinker"; lastly, he will have the
polish and manner that will enable him to meet
Since all Rose men are interested chiefly in
and mingle with his fellow men pleasantly, and
this to his benefit as well as theirs. It may be one of the five courses which the Institute offers,
said that these are all embodied in one idea— it is our desire to print, besides general articles,
character. But the above outline refers, rather, occasional papers which shall be of special into the items of actual training a man must ac- terest in each of these five lines. In this issue
quire during his course, and they are here listed we present an article on coil winding by a Chicago Alumnus who has seen much practical as
in the order in which they require attention.
Probably no one possesses the ideal propor- well as theoretical work in this field, and we betion of these four qualities; but in order that lieve that, whatever a man's course, he will profit
we set true ideals, we must consider them well. by a careful reading of this paper and a full
Take the case of the man who believes strongly understanding of the tables with which it deals.
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COIL=WINDING CALCULATIONS
J. HERRY LENIN, '97.

The calculation of coils for an electro-magnet
presents no particular difficulty beyond being an
involved arithmetical operation, and that there
are many dimensions, each capable of variation
affecting the characteristics of the winding.
The characteristics of a coil are its resistance,
number of turns, and number of ampere turns;
and in any design for an electro-magnet it is
always one of these quantities or some relation
between them that furnishes the conditions that
determine the size of wire and the various dimensions of the bobbin.
In the following discussion and tables the
copper wire is to be understood to be of Matthiessen's standard conductivity at 68° Fahr. or 200 C.
The thickness of insulation—that is, the difference between the diameters of the covered and
bare wire—is as follows:
For a single silk cover for sizes No. zo to
No. 40 B. & S. G., .00i75".
For a single cotton cover for sizes No. to to
No. 40 B. & S. G., .004".
For a double cotton cover for sizes No. io to
No. 20. B. & S. G., .008".

A

L

Notation:
L—Length of winding space.
D—Diameter of winding.
d—Diameter of core over insulation.
P—Diameter of wire over insulation.
R—Resistance in ohms.
L—Current in amperes.
E—Electromotive force.
N—Number of turns.
M—Mean diameter of winding _
T—Depth of winding _

D -f-d
2

•

2 d.
D-

W—Ohms per inch of wire.
It follows, then, that the resistance per mean
turn for any wire will be MNW, or, inversely,
the turns per ohm will be

i w.
mN

Let the latter

be denoted by U when M is one inch, that is,
Again: The resistance per square
U=
NW•

inch of winding space is

MN

w, or, inversely, the

L2

number of square inches of winding space per
Let the latter be denoted by
'1\2
ohm will be MNW.
K
K when M is one inch, that is,
The values K and U are, it will be seen, properties of the covered and bare wire respectively,
and are capable of being computed from the outer
diameter, and the ohms per inch of various sized
copper wires. The values of K and U for various sizes and kinds of wire are given by Tables
A, B, and C.
It is these values of K and U that reduce the
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TABLE A.

TABLE C.

TI= turns per ohm when M =I inch.
Single Silk.

Single Cotton.
B. &S.
No.

U.

To
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

3831
3038
2409
1910
1515
1201
953
756
599
475
377
299
237
188
149
118

,

B. &S.
No.

U.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36 ,
- 37
38
39
40

93.7
74.3
58.94
46.76
37.08
29.41
23.32
18.49
14.66
11.63
9.22
7.32
5.82
4.60
3.64

B. &S.
No.

TABLE B.
K -- square inches of winding section per ohm.
When M - I inch.
W,
_- Weight in pounds per ohm.
Single Cotton.
B. &S.
No.

K.
.

To
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

42.9
27.24
17.32
11.00
7.03
4•44
2.86
1.84
1.17
• 755

W.
32.28
20.4
12.8
8.1
5.1
3.2
2.0
1.29
.819
.519

Double Cotton.
K.
45.97
29.62
18.99
12.22
7.87
5.09
3.29
2.15
1.39
.915

W.
33.
20.9
13.2
8.38
5.22
3.37
2.14
1.36
.867
• 553

calculation of a winding to its simplest possible
form.
Since K is the number of square inches of
winding space per ohm when the mean diameter
is one inch, it follows that if a coil having LT
square inches of winding space and a mean
diameter M is to have R ohms, the value of K
mLT
must be R , and by referring to the proper
table, the size of wire corresponding to this value
of K can be found.
It will be noted that K is different for different thicknesses of insulation-that is, whether
single silk, single cotton, or double cotton covered.

20
21
22
23
,24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

K.
-.4878
.3145
.2043
.1325
.0865
.0566
.0372
.0247
.0163
.0109
.00731
.00492
.00333
.00228
.00156
.00108
.000746
.000523
.000307
.00D261
.000187

K.
_
.317
.434
.900
.278
.127
.177
.1135
.080
.0728
.055
.0468
.033
.0302
.021
.013
.0195
.0126
.0083
.00822
0053
.00538
.0034
.0022
.00351
•0014
.00231
.00152
.00088
.00101
.00058
.000378 .000674
.000246 .000452
000163 .000304
.000106 .000206
.000069 •000141
.000044 .0000967

W.

W.

.309
.195
.123
.0772
.0448
.0308
.0189
.0122
.00775
.00488
.00305
.00194
.00123
.00078
.00050
.0(X)32
.00020
.00012
.000082
.000052
.000033

Consider the quantity U, the number of turns
per ohm when the mean diameter is one inch, and
it will be noticed that this is a property of the
bare wire only, and applies, in fact, to a wire of
any thickness of covering. Having the resistance
of a winding (either calculated or measured),
the number of turns in the winding is given by
simply multiplying the resistance by the value of
U corresponding to the size of wire, and dividing
by the mean diameter; that is:
N-

RU

E
Again, by multiplying by I, ---- R
IN -

EtT

-

So that in a given winding space and a given
constant potential, the ampere turns are proportional to U.
Since U varies with the inches per ohm of the
wire-that is, with the square of the diameter
of the bare wire-and because the Brown and
Sharpe Gauge is formed according to a geometric series, it follows that the ratios of successive
values of U are constant; that is, it is possible
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TABLE D
A difference of....
in gauge number.
9
8
7
6
. 0 I
5
2
4
3
Gives ampere turns
times as great for increasing sizes.
1 1.26 1.59 2 2.52 3.18 4 5.04 6.36 8
Or ....
.15 .125 times as great for decreasing sizes.
.31 .25 .2
....... 1
.79 .63 .5 .4

TABLE E - - RELATIVE RESISTANCES
Table for determining the resistance of a coil on a given bobbin, for various gauges of wire, when thei•esistance of a coil
of any one gauge on the given bobbin is known.
FOR SINGLE SILK COVERED WIRE
WIRE ON

(1AUllE FOR

:4 ti

KNOWN COIL

30
29
28
27
1i 26
I
.167 .108 .069 .0488 .0290 .0190 .123
; .637 .4081 .261
1.
_ 2(
109i .0702, .0455 .0297 .0194
.637 .408 .262 .1119
.5 21
1 .571 1
.64
.41
.21;3 .171; .110 1 .071 i .0465 .0303
2.45! 1.57 1.
4
.,.. 2:
260 .172 1 III I 0724 .0474
.64 ; .420
:3.831 2.45 1 .56 1.
.415' .268 ,1 .174 ! 113 .0740
3.98 ' 3.82 2.44
21
64
1
1 .56 1
115
645; .416 I 270 ' 176
'
= 25 9.28 5 93 3.78 2.42 1 56 1
I
,
I
178
1
273
9.20
5.84; :1.75
.645 1 .419
1.55 I
= 21 14.4 1
".41'
1i
:-)..
422 .275
1 65
.,.73 2.40 I .55 ;1
.
27 223
i 14.25 9.10 .-, .82
654 .420
5.76 3.71: 2 :39 1.54 ;1.
9.0
34.5 ; 22.0 14.1
.654
8.84 .5.69, 3.4;7 i2.:37 ;1.53 1
±129 52.8 , 33.7 21.5 . 1:4.8
8.76 5 62 3.63 2 38 1 53 1.
1:3.5
'... 30 80.9
51.6 3:3.0 1 21 1
.5
I
79.2 50.3 32.0 20.7 13.3 , 8.60 5.55 3.60 2.34 1 53
.3 31 124.
8.44 5 47 3.57 2.32
76.8 49.2 31.4 20.4 13.0
., 2188. 120.
74.8 47.8 30.8 19.8 12.8
183. 1141.
33285.
828 5.40 3.53
71.8 46.3 '29.9 19.3 12.5 1814 5.32
34430. 1275. 175. 112.
7.98
12.2
18.8
28.9
lOS
49.9
• 69.5
169.
26:3.
141:3.
•;:,,, 351646.
3.0 27.8 18.2 11.9
191J962.
613. 39'3. 248. 161. 104. 66.8
20

4C,.)

I

21

1

22

1

23

21

31

25

5128

:32

33

34

35

36

.0081
.0126
.0199
.0313
.0486
075

.0043,
.0083!
.0130
.0203;
.0318
049

.0035
.0055
.0085
.0134
.0209
.0325

.0023
.0036
.0057
.0089
.0139
.0216

.0016.0010
.0024 .00162
.0038 .002.6
.0059 .0041
.0093 .0062
.0148 .9096

116
.180
.278
428
.654

.077
119
183
.280
431

.0500
.078
.121
.185
.283

.033
.052
.080
.123
.188

.0223.0150
.0346.0232
.0532.0360
.0820 .055()
.125 .0840

1
1.52
2.30
3.47
5.22
7.78

.660
1.
1.515
2.28
3.43
5.12

.435
.2881 .192 .129
.660
.438 .29
.195
.664 .443 .297
1.
.666 .446
1.505 1.
.672
2.26 1.50 1.
3.37 2.24 1.49 1.

Example-A given bobbin when wound with No. 24 wire has a resistance of 6.3 ohms, what will be its resistance when
wound with No. 28 wire?
Solution-Vertically under No, 24 and horivonlally opposite No. 28 find 5.76, then 5.76 X 6.3 = 35.29 ohms, the resist
afire required.

TABLE F - - RELATIVE RESISTANCES
Table for determining the rese•tance of a coil on a given bobbin for various gauges of wire when the resistance of a coil
of any one gauge on the given bobhin is known.
FOR SINGLE COTTON COVERED WIRE
GAUGE OF WIRE ON

20
_20
-,..5 !I
c. 2
,
.7. 2:-i
= 24
25
26
'-' 27
28
21)
t 3(
....,,
s,
ii
=
.
.7
-

1.
1.55
2.39
:3.68
5.64
8.62

13 .1
19.75
29.8
44.8
60.4

il 99.3
3..146.
33209.
44:113.5
35454.
36654.

21
.645
1.
1.54
2.375
3.63
5.r:1
8.42
12.74
19.25
28.85
43.0
64.
94.2
133.2
202.
292.
4"1.

22

23

24

25

.418 .272 .177 .116
.271' .189
.421
.65
.654 .424 .277
1.
.654 .427
1 .53 1 .
.654
".36 1.53 1.
2.34 1.527 I.
:-1.61
5.43 3.54 2.32 1.52
8.28 5.36 3.5( 2.29
8.11 5.291 3.47
12.5
1s.75 12.15 7.94; 5.20
27.96 18.2 11.84' 7.75
.
41.6 26.95 17.6 111.5
61.2 :39.7 25.9 16.96
89.8 58. 2 :38. 24.9
1:31 .4 s5 . 2 55.6 :36.4
12:3.1 84. 52.6
190.
274. 177.5 116. 75.9

KNOWN COIL

26

27

28

29

30

.0764
.119
.184
.282
.431
.658

.0500
.0775
.121
.187
.286
.4:37

.0:336
.052
.080
.12:3
.189
.288

.0223
.0:347
.0533
.082:3
.126
.192

.0366
.0233
.0358
.055
.0844
.129

1.
1.51
2.28
3.42
5.04

.662 .439 .292
.662 .441
1.
.666
1.
1.51
2.27 1.50 I.
:3.38 2.24 1.49

7.55
11.1
16.36
_3.9
34.1;
49.9

,
1
1
1

5.02 3.33 2.22
3.27
7.4
4.9
10.85 7.18 4.79
7.0
la .87 10.5
22.95 15.2 10.13
33.1
21.9 14.6

31

32

33

34

35

36

.0101
.0151
.024
.0371
.0568
.0870

.0069
.0106
.0164
.025
.0386
.059

.0046,
.0075
.0111
.0172
.0263
.0403

.0032
.005
.0076
.0117
.0180
.0275

.0022
.0034
.0053
.0081
.0119
.0190

.0015
.0024
.00:37
.005C
:0086
.01:3'

1

.1:32
.191)
.300
.450
.676

.091)
.135
.204
.306
.458

.0611
.0922
.139
.209
.312

.0418
.063
.0952
.143
.213

.0289
.0431
.0662
.0987
.147

.0223
.030'
.0456
.0685
.10'

1.48
2.19
3.21
4.70
6.80
9.79

1.
1.47
2.16
3.16
4.57
6.58

.68
1.
1.465
2.14
3.10
4.47

.463 .316 .219 .153
.682 .467 .323 .224
1.
.684 .473
'3"8 I
1.46 1
.692 .493 '
2.12 1.45 1.
.694
:3.05 2.08 1.44 1.

.198
.296
.446
.675

This table is used in tlw same manner as Table E for single silk covered wire.
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TABLE G

- RELATIVE 11-LJF2t4:5

Table for determining the number of turns of a coil on a given bobbin for various gauges of wire, when the number of
turns of a coil of any one gauge on the given bobbin is known.
FOR SINGLE SILK COVERED WIRE
GAUGE OF WIRE ON

Cli ce
J

X1C.7

§

20

21

24

23

22

25

20
21
22
23
2
25

I.
1.24
1.54
1.91
2.36
2.91

.806
I.
1.24
1 54
1.90
2.34

.650 .524 .424 .344
.806 .650 .5-6, .426
.806 .654 .530
1.
.81
.656
1.24 1.
.813
1.53 1.235 I.
1.89 1.525 1.23 1.

2
27
2
29
3

3.58
4.40
5.38
6.55
7.96

2.88
3.54
4.34
5.28
6.40

2.32
2.85
3.50
4.25
5.16

31 9.69
3 11.65
3314.00
3 16.7
3519.9
3f23.5

KNOWN COIL

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

.279
.346
.431
.532
.662
.813

.227
.282
.351
.433
.538
.662

.186
.230
.286
.355
.439
.540

.153
.189
.235
.291
.361
.444

.125
.156
.194
.240
.297
.366

.103
.128
.159
.197
.244
.300

.086
.107
.132
.164
.203
.250

.071
.088
.110
137
.169
.208

.060
.074
.093
.114
141
.174

.050
.063
.078
.096
.119
.146

.043
.053
.085
.081
.101
.124

.370
.455
.556
676
.826

.308
.379
.465
.565
.685

.256
.315
385
470
.568

.214
.263
.323
392
476

.181
.221
.271
.330
.400

.152
.187
.229
.278
.338

1.51
1.86
2.28
2.77
3.36

1.23
1.51
1.85
2.25
2.73

1.
1.23
1.50
1.83
2.22

546
.813 .667
450
.816 .671 .552
1.
1.225 1.
.821 .673
1.49 1.216 1
.826
1.81
1 486 1.21 1.

7.80 6.28 5.08 4.10
9.37 7.55 6.10 4.93
11.40 9.08 7.32 5.92
13.45 10.8
8.76 7.08
8.42
16.00 12.9 10.4
0.96
18.90 15.3 12.3

1.33
4.00
4.81
5.74
6.83
8.08

2.70
3.25
3.91
4.67
5.53
6.57

2.20
2.64
3.18
3.80
4.52
5.35

1.88
2.31
2.82
3.43
4.16

1.80
2.15
2.60
3.10
3.69
4.37

1.48
1.77
2 13
2 55
3.03
1.59

1.21
i.46
I 76
2.10
2.50
,2.96

1
1.20
1.44
1.72
2.05
2.43

488 .412
.833 .694 .582
.833
1.
700 .585 .495
1.20
.840 .704 .595
.840 .709
1.43 1.19 1
.849
1.71
1.42 1.19 I.
2.09 1.68 1.41
1.18 1.

Example-A given bobbin when woum with No 31 wire has 4200 turns, how many turns will there be On 1he Sa Wt.
bobbin wound with No. 35 wire?
Solution-Vertically under 31 and horizontally opposite 35 find 2.05. then 2.05 X 42(K) = 8610 turns. the resuli
required.

TABLE H- - RELATIVE TURNS
Table for determining the number of turns of a coil on a given bobbin for various gauges of win., when the number of
turns of a coil of any one gauge on the given bobbin is known.
FOR SINGLE COTTON COVERED WIRE
(1AUGE OF WIRE ON 1NO%1 N COIL
41=
.0
CAC

20

21

1

22

1

23

I

24

25

2 1.
21 1.23
2' 1.50
23 1.84
2
2.23
2
2.70

.813
1.
1.22
1.49
1.82
2.20

.667 .544 .449 .370
.820 .672 .550 .455
.820 .672 .556
1.
.820 .680
1.22 1.
.827
1.49 1.22 1.
1.80 1.47 1.21 1.

26
2
28

3.26
3.90
4.67
5.55
0.56

2.65
3.17
3.80
4.32
5.34

2.17
2.60
3.11
3.70
4.38

31

7.74

6.30

5.16 4.22

1.78
2.12
2.55
1.03
3.58

10.5
12.2
14.0
16.0

8.56 7.00
9.94 8.13
11.4
8.89
13.0 10.6

5.72
6.65
7.62
8.70

This tat h. is used in the

27
.257
.315
.385
.472
.572
.694

1

28

29

30

31

32

.214
.263
.322
.392
.478
.578

.180
.221
.270
.330
.402
.485

.153
.187
.228
.979
.339
.412

.130
.159
.194
.237
.288
.349

.111
.136
.166
.203
.246

.498
.596
.710
.847

.420
.502
.602
.720
.847

.360
.431
.516
.618
.724

1.46 1.21
I 75 1.44
2.09 1.73
2.49 2.06
2.95 '2.43

I.
1.20
1.43
1.70
2.01

• .833 .700 .588
.833 .704
I.
.833
1.20 1.
1.42 1.20
1.68 1.41 1.18

3.47

2.87

4.72
5.47
6.27
7.16

3.89
4.52
5.18
5.92

2.38
2.78
3.20
3.74
4.29
4.90

1.99
2.32
2.70
3.13
3.59
4.10

"6 3. 9.04 7.36 6.03 4.93 4;06 3.35

1)3
-3
.41.
3
1

26
.307
.378
.461
.562
.685
.827

same

manlier as Table

1.66
1.94
2.25
2.61
3.00
3.42

1.39
1.62
1.1•9
2.19
2.52
2.88

1.18
1.38
1.60
1.86
2.13
2.43

G.for single silk covered

to form a table giving the relative number of
ampere turns when the size of wire is changed,
I, 2, 3, etc., size numbers, that will hold true at
any part of the Brown and Sharpe series of sizes.
Table D shows the relative ampere turns for
increasing or decreasing sizes.

I.
1.17
1.36
1.58
1.81
2.06

.854
I.
1.16
1.35
1.55
1.77

I

33

34

35

36

.095
.117
.143
.175
.212
.257

.082
.101
.123
.150
.183
.221

.071
.088
.113
.131
.160
.193

.063
.077
.094
.115
.140
.169

.313
.370
.445
.530
.625

.268
.320
.383
.457
.538

.233
.279
.333
.397
.470

.204
.244
.292
.347
.412

.736 .633 .553 .485
.862 .741
.646 .665
I. •
.862 .752 .658
1.16 1.
.870 .764
1.33 1.15 1.
.878
1.52 1.31
1.14 1.

wire

Let us now consider K, to see its connection
with the resistance of the winding.
MLT
Since R = K •
the resistance of any winding on a given winding space will be proportional to n2 -that is,
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the resistance on a given winding space depends
on the diameter of the insulated wire—and it
is clear that if the bare wire diameters form a
geometric series, that the diameters of the insulated wires can not form such a series, and consequently it is not possible to form a simple table
for relative resistances as we have for ampere
turns.
A table giving relative resistances of coils
wound on the same winding space and with various sizes of silk and cotton-covered wires is
given by Tables E and F.
In the same way the relative turns are given
Tables
G and H. The examples appended in
by
each case will be sufficient explanation of their
use.
In connection with Tables A, B, and C will
be found the value W, the weight per ohm of
covered wire, so that the weight of wire in a coil
winding will be given by RW.
The great convenience of this system of tables

ItiCir

C1774
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will now be apparent. The number of turns, ampere turns, and weight are all connected with the
resistance of the winding by simple tabulated
factors. This is particularly of value in case of
a coil already wound, when, by measuring the
resistance and mean diameter of the winding and
wire, the other characteristics are determined by
simply multiplying by factors corresponding to
the size and kind of wire on the coil.
Summarizing, we have the four fundamental
equations:
=

MLT
R '

N

RU
M

EU

IN = ' 'Weight of wire =- WR
From these, of course, other relations may be
deduced; but this need not interest us at present,
as they involve only algebraic manipulations that
suggest themselves as the problems come up for
solution.
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A TALK ABOUT CHEMICAL ENGINEERING*
. J. KESSLER, '97.

In his presidential address before the Dublin
meeting of the British Association recently, Dr.
Kipping comments on the state of the British
chemical industry.
This is a much-talked-of subject in England
among men of chemical experience and interests.
The opinion seems to be pretty general that
the country is falling behind in industrial chemistry. The reason for this is variously surmised.
Many point to the superior technical training
given young men in Germany; to the greater interest taken in industrial research; to the greater
patience of the German investigator, and to the
greater patience of the German chemical investor.
Dr. Kipping lays special emphasis on the importance of continual research on the part of the
manufacturing chemist as a means of keeping
him abreast of the times, He would have all
up-to-date industries employ research chemists.
He thinks highly of the plan of Professor
Duncan, of the University of Kansas. Dr. Dun* From an address to the chemical students, Washington University.

can has been the means of providing for several
industrial fellowships by the university. The expense of these is borne by some manufacturing
firms, who suggest the problem, which is worked
on by a holder of that particular fellowship.
The work is done at the university.
To any one working in industrial chemistry
in this country, or preparing for such work, the
growth and condition of the art is a matter of
great personal importance. One must, of course,
not only contribute a day's work to make success,
but there must be a work to be done.
The question is often raised: Is chemistry
really a fertile field for a good, live man? Are
the opportunities large? Is the pay worth while?
Oftentimes there is expressed the sentiment
that chemistry in its industrial aspects is a clerical affair, which attracts men of clerical temperaments, and the rewards are in proportion.
This is a most narrow and ridiculous point of
view, although it contains a germ of truth.
Chemistry as an art is much older than tech.
nical education, as we understand the term to-
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day. Sulphuric acid and soda ash were formerly
made by men who had never been to college.
They still are, for that matter, to a greater or
lesser extent.
The same might be said of pretty nearly
everything else that is made by man, in fact.
The result is, that you will find men, the older
men, who have a different way of doing things
than that which the technically-trained man has
been taught to consider the best way. Their
point of view is different. One has been taught
by experience, the best teacher, but with a most
round-about and year-consuming method. The
other has been taught how to cross-cut experience, to some extent, and to consider anything
"in general" before he tackles it "in particular."
It is idle to discuss which is the best discipline; in fact, it is in exactly those cases where
the question is raised and an answer formulated
into an opinion that the trouble begins.
It is this lack of sympathy between the two
different products of education that keeps both
from getting the best out of the other.
There is no question, of course, but that the
time is coming when a very large percentage
of men will be technically trained. There will
always be men, however, who do not care to give
up four or more years for this purpose, and who
will start in the older way. They will have to
compete with the technical product, and it is certainly to the advantage of both to learn how to
get along with the other to the advantage of both,
and the greater ultimate advantage of the better
equipped.
By far the most convenient and best way is
certainly for the one man to be the other.
The electrical industry gives a valuable illustration of a field that was practically undeveloped
before the days of the technical man. Consequently, when you talk of practical men and college men in electrical matters, you are seldom
talking about two kinds of men, because the
technically-trained individual is that man.
In chemistry it is taking a somewhat longer
time to bring about that state of affairs, through
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no fault of the chemist, but simply for the historical reason given before. In the textile field
we have an instance where technical training is
only beginning, and the number of men in the
industry, who have been to the textile schools,
much smaller in proportion.
So every chemist should look forward to the
time when he will be that man, and obtain his
experience to that end.
Where the possibility has not been appreciated to the fullest extent may be found those
who are not getting the most out of the field they
are in.
The very term "chemical engineering" has a
somewhat new and radical sound; to some older
engineers in other lines it even sounds presumptuous. But the newness will wear off in time,
and the presumption will be justified when chemical engineers will have shown that they have
only taken what rightly belongs to them, through
their better adapted experience and point of view.
In fact, the era of a new chemistry is at hand.
It is not a different one, but the same art and
science rejuvenated, strengthened by its growth
each year. Chemical manufacture is making
enormous strides; all over the country are springing up chemical industries. Products are being
made within five hundred miles of us that were
considered the exclusive birthright of the Germans ten years ago. The chemical control of
other industries and the use of chemists in almost
every industry are all indications of rapid and
permanent development.
Where chemistry appears to be only a matter
of ability to make analyses, chemical courses will
attract largely men who have a taste for that sort
of work, and the other engineering courses will
get the rest. But the field of industrial chemistry
can use, and needs, men of engineering ability,
manufacturers, designers, sales engineers, salesmen; and what is very important, teachers, and
formal courses in chemical engineering.
It goes without saying that the training should
enough to enable each special talent to
broad
be
itself.
And this is what our courses in infind
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dustrial chemistry are endeavoring to do. They the members coming to it directly from business
try, in fact,. to be more like a factory making and before going home.
An invitation was extended to Dr. Mees to be
standard parts, which may be rapidly assembled
in many different but useful ways, rather than present and bring any of the Faculty who could
get away. In accordance with this request Dr.
attempt to make a special job of each case.
and
out
White and Professor Peddle accompanied him.
figure
the
There is no need to carry
imTheir train was three hours late, and the
indicate the wisdom of the first plan or the
dinner had already begun when they arrived, but
practicability of the other.
From the discussion of the situation in Great they were warmly received by the Alumni who
Britain by writers on the subject, it appears that had gathered for the occasion, and were given
the older school and the newer school, and their seats at the head of the table.
The club members present were Barbazette,
lack of identity, are a part of the trouble.
seems
Baur,
there
Bond, Condron, H. W. Eastwood, French,
hand,
other
the
In Germany, on
relationship
W. F. Freudenreich, Fry, Garretson, Gordon,
to be that complete and sympathetic
between capitalist and manufacturer, teacher, en- Hamilton, Hanley, J. M. Johnson, E. L. Jones,
gineer, research man, that we find to-day in the Lammers, McNabb, Mason, Mills, Metzger,
electrical industry here at home, and which is Mosby, Orr, C. L. Post, C. W. Post, Ryan,
surely coming to pass in the chemical industry. Shaver, Sinks, Harry Smith, Stock, Trowbridge,
Where such a relationship does exist, there Tyler, Wetherbee, White, and W. B. Wiley.
At the conclusion of the dinner the meeting
will be no need for research men to be locked up
in university towns in order to develop a problem adjourned to another room to gossip and smoke.
Freudenreich then took charge of the meetfor a manufacturing industry, excepting in the
rarer case. No one should be better qualified to ing, and after a breezy little talk called upon Dr.
know the problems of a business than the tech- White and Professor Peddle for remarks. They
nical head of that business, or know better how took for their subjects various phases of the Into direct research as applied to that business' in- stitute work and touched upon the plans which
terests, and the extension of the industrial schol- were being made for its future.
Dr. Mees was next called upon, and gave a
arship plan is surely no serious remedy for the
somewhat detailed statement of the provisions of
strengthening of a declining industry.
As for our own country, the increasing num- the will of Miss Hemenway and of the effect
ber of men that the chemical industry is absorb- which her bequest would have on the future
ing from the technical schools is one indication organization of the Institute.
There was considerable in formal discussion
of its very rapid growth.
tentative plan for a removal of the Instithe
of
undevelthe
and
We have the raw materials
grounds
tute
to some more desirable location, and
oped industries, the technical schools, the teachers, and the technical chemists. It is up to them. the opinion of the meeting seemed to favor this
change.
Dr. Mees asked the club to nominate men to
CHICAGO TECH CLUB.
come to Terre Haute to deliver lectures in a
series which are to be given by the Alumni, and in
On the evening of October 23 a meeting of response to this Condron, Freudenreich, Shaver,
the Chicago Tech Club was held in the rooms of and Wiley were named.
the Engineers' Club.
The talk then became quite informal, and at
These meetings occur some three or four about i r o'clock the meeting broke up. It was.
times a year, and are preceded by an early dinner, voted to have been a most enjoyable affair.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
Mr. R. A. Barnes, formerly instructor in
Chemistry at the Institute, was married to Miss
Anna Mae Roberts, of Portage, Wis., September 15, 1909.
*

*

*

The Association Jeweler for October contains
an article by J. T. Montgomery, '98, on "Developing a Sale for Watches Among People Who
Carry Old Timepieces." The article describes an
original advertising idea of Mr. Montgomery's.
* * *
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Irving J. Cox, '03, who has been with the
E. I. DuPont de Nemours Powder Company at
Gebbstown, N. J., has gone to DuPont, Wash., to
become assistant superintendent of a new plant
this company is building there.
*

*

*

E. T. Buckley, '09, has resigned from the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, to take a position with the Allis-Chalmers
Company. He will be located in Cincinnati for
some time.
*

*

*

Jay H. Hall, '97, who is with the Electric
Controller & Manufacturing Company at Cleveland, has just recovered from a nine-weeks' siege
of typhoid fever.

The Alumni article for this month was contributed by Mr. J. J. Kessler, '97, and is a part
of an address delivered before the chemical stu* * *
dents of Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
L. C. Kerrick, 'o8, until recently with the
Mr. Kessler is the senior member of the firm of
Electric & Manufacturing ComWestinghouse
Kessler & Wiedemann, chemical engineers, St.
Pa., is now in the sales deWilkinsburg,
at
pany
Louis.
* * *
partment of the Electric Storage Battery Company. His headquarters are in Boston, Mass.
W. E. Burk, '96, writes from Mexico City,
* * *
Mexico, where he is now located. He is interH. Wayne Curry, '09, is now with the Ozark
ested in a large cement plant which they are
on
City,
Smelting & Mining Company at Coffeyville, Kan.
building about forty miles from Mexico
* * *
the main line of the Mexican Central Railway.
Mr. H. W. Palmer, '03, is with Mr. Burk, and
Howard Taylor, '07, is now with the Oliver
will be superintendent of the plant when it is Machinery Company at Grand Rapids, Mich.
finished. Mrs. Burk and family went to Mexico
* * *
in October, and it is their intention to make their
F. W. Pote, 'o6, who was instructor in the
home there for a few years.
Engineering Laboratories at the Institute last
*
* IC
year, now holds a fellowship in the Department
Meyers, '07, is with the Cambria Steel Comof Physics of the Ohio State University.
pany, at Johnstown, Pa.
* * *
* * *
C. B. Keyes, '99, and J. C. C. Holding, '94,
Harold Isenberg, 'o9, is now in the United stopped over in Terre Haute to visit the Institute
States testing laboratories at Washington, D. C. while on their way home from Denver, where
* * *
they had attended the Street Railway Convenof
tion. Mr. Keyes is with the General Electric
power
the
division
in
B. C. Jacob is now
with headquarters at New York City.
Company,
&
Manufacturing
the Westinghouse Electric
is with the Carnegie Steel Company
Holding
Company. He is engaged in the design of large Mr.
at Pittsburg, Pa.
generators and rotary convertors.
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A. Balsley, '91, formerly located at Michigan
City, Ind., is now with the Commonwealth Edison Company at Chicago.
*

*

*

Stafford Hathaway,'o8, is attending the University of Chicago.
*

*

*

James M. Darst, '09, is with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company at
Pittsburg.
*

*

*

S. S. Wales,'91, superintendent of the armorplate department of the Carnegie Steel Company
at Munhall, Pa., made a trip during the summer
to Lima, Peru, in the interest of the United States
Vanadium Company. Mrs. Wales met him in
Panama on his return trip, and they spent a
pleasant vacation in California, Seattle, and other
points in the West. On their way back home
they stopped over for a half day's visit at the
Institute.
* * *
C. R. Crockwell, '95, has been promoted to
the position of manager of the St. Louis branch
of the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.
*

*

*

Emery & Co., of San Francisco. He now lives
in Berkeley.
* * *
Notice of the weddings of the following
Alumni have been handed us: Roy W. Hill, '04,
to Miss Rose Alberta Loehde, Chicago, Ill. S. D.
Collett, '91, to Miss Jennie Tissot Westlake,
Brooklyn, N. Y. C. B. Cook, '05, to Miss
Frances Smith, Toledo, 0.
*

*

*

J. H. Johnston, 'o8, is now with the American Well & Prospecting Company, Los Angeles,
California.
* * *
R. G. Jenckes, '05, formerly with the General
Electric Company at Pittsfield, Mass., is now
located in South America, at Porto Velho de
Santo Antonio, on the Madeira River, about
seventeen hundred miles from the mouth of the
Amazon. He is engaged in railroad work.
*

*

*

Milton Goodman, '07, has resigned his position as assistant city chemist of Louisville, Ky.,
and is now president of the Goodlee Sanitary
Milk Company at Norfolk, Va.
*

*

*

Benjamin R. Putnam, '92, of the Dozier-PutCharles H. Hills, '02, is now in charge of the
nam Company, chemists and engineers, Redding, International Steam Pump Company's business in
Cal., has lately associated himself with Smith, Montana, with headquarters at Butte.
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THE LAND OF MANY EYES
E. B. OSBOR .

Hercules, demigod and half buffoon, wrestled
with Antams, threw him again and again, but
could not get him down and out. Every time he
touched his mother earth, the might of Antxus
was renewed. Observing this, Hercules held him
up, so that not even a toe could touch the ground,
and hugged him to death, which is a parable, and
the interpretation thereof is as follows: Antaeus
is the modern man, as surely wrought of earth as
his first ancestor; Hercules is the grim, grinning
wrestler whom we all know as worry—the plague
of modern life. As long as the modern man can
regain contact with his mother earth from time
to time, worry can never get him down and out;
but worry will strangle him sure enough, if he
does not leave the city for the country at least
once a year, and the wiser Ile is the nearer he
will get to the heart of mother earth during his
vacation.
In this matter the wisest of all are those who
hearken to the "Call of the Wild," which is the
still great voice of earth herself, and go out into
the very wilderness. In Canada the holidaymaker has never cared to spend his scant leisure
on crowded sea beaches or in a populous coun-

tryside, but has preferred the society of forests,
lakes, and mountains beyond the settlements, and
every year more and more Americans are following his example, forsaking the fashionable seaside resorts, and acting on Roosevelt's maxim.
"Sweat and be saved." I am told on the highest
authority that even Newport—the Brighton of
this continent—is losing its allurement, and that
many of the hotels at other well-known resorts
of the same kind (if not of the same degree)
have had a• bad season. "Plenty of youths, but
no thirty-year-olds now," is the plaint of the
American summer girl, who will not be unable to
meet her engagements this year. The truth may
be that the man of thirty years, who necessarily
takes a serious view of the business of life (which
includes his love affairs), and must learn health
in his playtime if he is to earn wealth by his
work, is beginning to prefer the open-air delights
of Northern Ontario to the lights of Narragansett Pier and Atlantic City and the other artificial
summer towns. Let us hope so.
The whole back country of settled Ontario is
one great maze of lakes, streams, and forests,
and it is too rocky, for the most part, to have
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attracted agricultural settlers, excepting a comparatively few of the typical Ontario pioneers,
"born axe-in-hand by the side of a tree stump,"
who are always found on the skirts of a lumbering country. Lakes innumerable, of all shapes
and sizes and full of wooded islands, form the
characteristic feature of this wondrous wilderness, which I have called the Land of Many
Eyes, because its mild gleaming waters seem
consciously to mirror the glories of the changingchangeless heaven. Through these innumerable
eyes Earth gazes at the Eternal. Camping places
abound on the countless clean sand beaches between the water's edge and the upward-climbing
forests behind, the roots of which clutch the
granite that is the skeleton of a land of austere
loveliness. And here and there the camps have
become in a sense permanent, having developed
into summer hotels, the like of which exist nowhere else on this continent. Even a bold list of
the frequented regions. which may be reached in
a few hours from Toronto by the Grand Trunk
Railway lines and the subsidiary navigation systems, would fill the whole space of this article.
A brief description of the Lake of Bays and of
the Muskoka Lakes, which I have lately visited,
must suffice for the present.
In the first place, you are amazed at the extent of the lakes, which appear so.small on the
map. You had, perhaps, expected to see some
charming miniature such as Windermere, some
pretty historical pond such as Como or Maggiore,
through which a tiny vessel would travel fretfully. But in any other country than Canada the
Muskoka Lakes would be called "great," and
geographers would lecture on them at length.
Secondly, the multitude of islands and the diversified shore line cause you to wonder .how the
captain finds his way. These lakes are a veritable maze, a watery labyrinth, the haunt of novel
illusions and evasions. Against the steep woodlands, in which trees deciduous and trees evergreen commingle, nestle pretty cottages and summer villas, the owners of which have fallen in
love with Muskoka. In nearly all cases these

charming summer homes harmonize with their
surroundings of wistful waters and brooding
woods; the artist's rule of nothing too much is
not broken here, as in the case of the Thousand
Islands of the St. Lawrence, where it has so
often been broken by the wealthy builders of gorgeous palaces with a superfluity of meaningless
decoration.
Equally interesting was my visit to Lake of
Bays, where the ubiquitous woodlands are of
finer growth than in Muskoka, neither fire nor
the lumberjack having as yet invaded its sylvan
fastnesses. The hard-timber trees were beginning to change color there, and the red flame of
the maple added glory to many an episode in the
maze of scenery. To get to the "Wawa" (Algonquin for wild goose) at Norway Point one
travels through Fairy Lake and Peninsular Lake,
and thence by the "Hot Tamoli Limited" up the
mile-long portage into the Lake of Bays. A miniature railway system takes the traveler across
the portage, and the solution of this Lake of
Bays transportation problem reflects on a tiny
scale that of the all-Canadian problem. The
Lake of Bays steamers are fitted with searchlights, and so the dome of the "Wawa," the new
hotel at Norway Point, which is most picturesquely situated above a fine beach, backed by a
high timbered bluff. Here the Royal Muskoka
tradition is being worked out in rather simpler
terms, and the atmosphere of comfort and homeliness is so convincing that the guests seem to
be a house party rather than people staying at
a hotel. The idea of using the searchlight for
the entertainment of guests is novel in Canada,
though it has for years been popular in Switzerland and, I believe, in the Scandinavian holiday
resorts. The tiny landscapes, clear and brilliant
in color as those in a medieval mind, which are
struck out by the veering light beam are most
fascinating.
In this Land of Many Eyes you need not, of
course, live at a hotel. though those who wish to
have a thorough rest would be well advised to
no so. If I had a month to spare, I should try
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to combine the two extremes of living here—the stars. But that is the soul's noblest sickness, and
camping-out on a beach with the luxurious leisure only she can sure it.
of the Royal Muskoka. Such an outing as this
adds zest to a holiday in the wilds. Everywhere
FRESHMAN BANQUET.
in these lakes there is good fishing, especially in
Lake of Bays, where the only unsuccessful fisherAfter two weeks of hard work, October 7th
man I heard of was a gentleman who went trolling, but forgot to take the corks off the hooks. found the Freshman Class eager for their banBathing in safe soft waters, canoeing, and such quet, which was to be held at the Claypool Hotel,
games as golf and tennis are everywhere pos- Indianapolis. At 3:40 on the afternoon of the
sible. To my mind, canoeing is the most delight- 7th the "unlucky numbers" filed out of their reful of water sports—noiselessly, without stren- spective classes and made a break for the Big
uous effort, your light, nimble craft passes through Four depot, to catch the 4:20 train. As is most
tortuous channels, over beds of water lilies or always the case on the Big Four, the train was
wild rice. Like the steamer of the anecdote, it late. So, keeping their eyes open for light-footed
can travel "wherever there is a little damp," and Sophomores who would attempt to "hook" their
when a portage is necessary, the little craft of banners off the special car, the "thirteens" waited
bass wood or cedar is easily carried through the until 4:30 before the train finally pulled in. At
woods to the next stream in the itinerary. Lamp- 4:35, with men on each platform, with "three
man, the Canadian ports' poet, has celebrated the beers, three cheers, and nine rahs for thirteen,"
Canadian canoes in many pleasant verses, as thus, the Freshman Class was off on its first maneuver.
Arriving at Indianapolis, with banners on
We run with rushing streams that toss and spume, each side of them, and giving the Rose yells on
We speed or dream upon the open meres;
the way, they proceeded to the Claypool, where
The pine woods fold us in their p,mgent gloom;
a
short business meeting was held. Then the
The thunder of wild water fills our ears,
disbanded until time for the banquet. At
bunch
The savage vigor of the forest creeps
Into our veins and laughs upon our lips ;
8:30, after giving a few yells in the lobby, they
The warm blood kindles from forgotten deeps,
proceeded to the large banquet hall on the second
And surges tingling to the finger tips.
floor, and engaged in a half hour's yell practice
All this joyance of canoeing and many other and general "collation." At 9 o'clock the banjoys are deeply felt by all who spend a summer quet was called, with Inscoe Bailey as toastmasholiday in this Land of Many Eyes. And there, ter. Interspersing a sumptuous repast were the
the greatest gift of all, you find a mystical, magic following toasts:
peace, the peace that "comes dripping slow" from
the blue wings of morning, from the purple wings
of evening. Ever a perfumed breeze blows across
the lake to your chosen beach, and the murmur
of gentle waters is interwoven with the whispering of green leaves in an unending song without
words. Short as was my stay, I can never forget
the nights spent in this wonderful wilderness, the
magic influences of which can not be defined in
the cold black and white of words. There is only
one favor of unrest that can not be cured in these
contemplative places under the high consulting

T. A Welcome for the "Bunch" to Dear Old
"Jane" Shearer
Indy
"Hinky" Bailey
2. "Grind" a Recipe
"Duke" Lewis
3. Street Scene in Terre Haute
"Cowpuncher" Woods
4. Early Rising
"Noodles" Sibley
5. What He Wanted It For.
6. The Spirit of the Bunch
"Lemons" Brown
7. The Management Ilof Infants........"Scrappy" Roll
"Skeet" Denny
8. A Fatal Thirst
"Bum" Bringman
9. Dislikes
io. Courting in Kentucky. • ••......"Auggie" Schweers
1. Cows
"Deacon" Hughes
12. Freshman Athletics
"Ferdy" Rohm
13. The Future of Class Thirteen
"Hinky" Bailey
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Too much praise can not be given- Toastmaster Bailey for the excellent way in which he conducted the banquet. The speech and tricks of
Hanna Farah, our Assyrian, were also greatly
enjoyed. The souvenir of the evening was a
piece of Irwin Stocking's straw hat. After the
hat had been disposed of, the bunch took up a
collection and bought him a new one. There
were a few of the fellows that returned to Terre
Haute that night, but the majority stayed over,
at the homes of the Indy fellows or with friends
in the city. As far as can be learned, none of
them enjoyed a free night's lodging accompanied
by free meals.
W. A. S.

THE SOPHOMORE BANQUET.
On Friday, the 22(1 day of October, those
members of the Class of 1912 who wished to
uphold the Rose custom of holding an annual
class banquet assembled in the banquet hall of the
Terre Haute House for that purpose. In spite
of sarcastic remarks by members of other classes,
the gist of which were,"When is your other section going to hold its feed?" and, "What corner
of the hall (lid they put you in?" or, "Too bad
you didn't have enough fellows to start a fourhanded game," etc., those who were present were
enthusiastic and out for a good time. Everybody
was in a good humor and feeling fine (some, in
fact, feeling lots better than others), and at a
signal from President Fairchild the banquet was
officially opened.
As the banquet was held in Terre Haute this
year, it is unnecessary to describe places visited
and interesting objects observed, as by this time
the average Poly student is thoroughly familiar
with such details. On the other hand, inasmuch
as everybody knows what a'banquet is like, it is
unnecessary to spend time in describing one which
was no different from any other. Therefore
there is very little to say. After the eats (and
(Irinks) had been satisfactorily dispatched, the
toasts were next in order, and were as follows:

C. 0. FAIRCHILD, Toastmaster.
"To the Class"
C 0. Fairchild
"The Profs"
C J. Krieger
"The Freshmen; or, Wild Animals I Have Known,"
J. B. Peddle
"Our Absent Brothers"
J C. Newell
"My Present Idea of Terre Haute"
R C. Slocomb
"Why Is the Wabash?"
A L Hyde
"What's the Use?"
0 E Reagan
"Sophomore Civils"
L. M. Van Arsdale
"The Scraps"
W R. Bell

The toasts being concluded, there remained
only two things to do—either to go home, or raise
Cain. Each plan had its followers; and the noisy
exit of the banqueters from the Terre Haute
House marked the ending of the second annual
banquet of the Class of 1912.
In conclusion, it may be said that it is to be
deeply regretted that so few of the class could
find the necessary time, money, or spirit, whichever the case may be, to participate in an event
which is undoubtedly one of the epochs of the
school year. Let us hope that in our remaining
two years of Rose life the class will come to its
senses, and that a representative number of interested classmates will turn out for our two future
banquets.
C. J. K.
JUNIOR BANQUET.
When the Juniors met on the campus Hallowe'en there was nothing to "tear up" in preparation for the placing of our memorial.. The
memorial was chosen rather late, and owing to
the fact that it takes some time to complete it,
this part of the customary ceremonies was omitted. However, we left notice that one would be
placed at some future time. There being nothing
else to do. we stood by and watched the hobgoblins get in their annual work. A party of
these• pesky creatures visited "Dady's" domain
and played havoc with those blocks, squares, and
little trinkets which the Freshmen have labored
with so patiently for many long weeks. None of
them were destroyed, but they were scattered
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Floyd M. Weaver
promiscuously over the campus. Then the hob- College Life Off the Campus
dward L. Ferrell
Vacation........E
Acts—Last
Between
goblins captured the main building without much
Erich A. Mees
The Modulus
resistance and decorated its front with dummies
bearing strange inscriptions, one of them making
Mr. Johnson paid an eloquent tribute to
a silent appeal for our beloved Hath.
Chauncey Rose, receiving prolonged applause.
It was their intention that nothing be de- Puckett created a great uproar of laughter, and
stroyed or damaged, as has sometimes been done Heppner was received with much enthusiasm.
on previous occasions.
All speeches were spiced with wit and were well
After all ceremonies were over we marched received. Here's a sample toast:
in a spectacular night-shirt parade to Sanderof the Rose Polytech,
son's, where a feast was spread. This feast was "So here's to the Faculty you
get soaked in the neck;
If you give 'em the chance
a dream, and Mr. H. J. Harries received a vote
But, believe me, fellows, we should look with respect
of thanks for his splendid success. Associated
To the men on the Faculty of the Rose Polytech."
with him were Wimsett, Jones, Buckner, and
The climax was reached when the eloquent
Ferrell.
concluded by singing a dramatic solo.
Werst
After partaking of this sumptuous feast the
a source of much regret that the footwas
It
following toasts were responded to, Edward L.
ball men could not attend, but Hezzye said it
Ferrell acting as toastmaster:
could not be. They were fittingly remembered.
David J. Johnson
The Class Memorial
The affair was a highly delightful one, every
Edward L. Puckett
The Faculty and the School
with a dignity becoming a Rose
Revised History of the Civil Camp..Philip A. Newhart one behaving
Junior.
Poly
Garst
E.
Earnest
Engineers
as
Our Future
Individual Characteristics of the Class of I91T....
Only one accident happened to mar the pleasOtto B. Heppner ure of the whole affair. While we were witnessThe Married and the Near Married Kenton R. Garst
ing the ceremonies on the campus, Lawrence hapCharles F. Werst
The Injustice of Prohibition
pened to have his head in the path of a falling
The Unwritten Experiences of Football
Edward J. Dacey brick, receiving a very painful scalp wound.
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FOOTBALL.
During the past month the football team has
surely come within all expectations. The game
at Vanderbilt is best told by the score, 28 to 3,
which shows, although Rose was outweighed, she
played a game that opened even her enemies' eyes.
The showing at Notre Dame was even better
than the most loyal supporters of the team expected. According to newspaper accounts, the
score might have been much different if the
referee had done his duty earlier in the game.
Of the home games, the most conspicuous in
the history of the writer's experience at Rose
was the DePauw game, which was played on the
campus October 23d. Many a hat and umbrella
were smashed when "Brad" made that famous
95-yard run to victory for Old Rose. It will go
down as an event never to be forgotten by any
loyal Rose student or spectator. The crowd was
the largest ever seen at a football game on the
campus. DePauw sent over a delegation of about
seventy-five rooters, who surely did their duty.
The DePauw band of about twenty-five pieces
also accompanied the team.
The team has practically completed the hardest part of the schedule, and has yet four more
games to play, viz.: Kentucky State, Butler College, Purdue University, and Franklin College on
Thanksgiving. The game with Butler is looked
forward to with much interest, as the winning of
this game will cinch the secondary championship
for Rose.
The speed of the team has been very conspic-

.

uous, according to the newspapers of such large
cities as St. Louis, Chicago, and Cincinnati. In
the respective papers of these cities the writer has
noted quite a few pleasing remarks on the terrific
speed of Coach Heze Clark's great machine.
Coach Clark has surely lived up to his promise
of giving Rose followers some "thrillers" in the
way of trick plays. He evidently believes in that
old axiom, "Nothing risked, nothing gained."
The best part of it is, his supply seems to be
inexhaustible.
Vanderbilt, 28; Rose, 3.
On October 9th Rose met Vanderbilt on Dudley Field, and fought harder for victory than ever
before. They were simply outweighed is the reason for their defeat. The feature of the game
was Bradford's place kick from the 30-yard line.
TILE, LINE-UP AND SCORE.
Vanderbilt.

Brown
Covington
Stegall, Cornell
White, Stagel
Ross
McGhee
'Freeland
Neely. Robbins
Williams (Capt.)
Metzger
Adams

Position.
LF
LT
L G
C
R G
R T
R E
QB
L H
F B
R H

Rose Poly.
Struck, Rohm
Wente
Black
Offutt
Buckner
Standau (Capt.)
Roll, Wyeth
Bradford
Strauss
Hoffner
Baker

SUMMARY.

Touchdowns—Metzger, 3; Adams, Williams, Place.
Goals from touchdowns—Neely, 3. Place kick—Bradford. Referee—Rice. Umpire—Anderson. Linesman—
Franklin. Time of halves—Thirty minutes.
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a mad dash for the goal line, 95 yards distant,
and after running five yards he was tackled by
Stansell, a giant lineman. Bradford did not
seem to slack up, and after running some eight
yards with the big Methodist hanging to him, he
succeeded in shaking himself free, and then came
Notre Dame, 6o; Rose,
the great race.
Rose was crippled, besides being too light for
Three men stood between him and the goal.
her opponents, who, by the way, seemed to have He dodged the first two by clever maneuvering,
no regard for the rules of the game. Standau, and only the crack halfback, Grady, was left.
Wente, and Bradford starred for Rose.
The two raced to the side line, and then Bradford
stopped short, the DePauw star fell past him, and
THE LINE-UP.
Bradford had a clear field, with nearly all of the
Poly.
Rose
Position.
Notre Dame.
Roll, Rohm DePauw players running after him. But he was
LT
Mathews
Wente too fleet of foot, and when he planted the ball
LT
Philbrock
Black
LG
Edwards (Capt.)
behind the line the Rose students seemed to go
Offutt
C
Lynch
on the DePauw side of the field
Davidson mad, while
R G
Dolan
Standau (Capt.) silence reigned. The Methodists tried hard to
R T
Dimmick
Larson, Shook push the ball across in the next ten minutes of
R E
Collins
Bradford play, but their efforts were fruitless, and Rose
QB
Hamilton
Strauss, Root Poly had won the greatest football battle of the
LH
Miller
Hoffner
FB
Vaughn
from her greatest rival.
Strauss year
Baker,
H
R
Schmidt, Ryan
It would be hard to find two teams more
SUMMARY.
evenly
matched than Rose Poly and DePauw, but
Touchdowns—Miller, 4; Vaughn, 3; Ryan, Collins,
the
had a decided advantage in the
Methodists
Dimmick, Philbrock, Standau, Wente. Goals from
touchdowns—Schmidt, 2; Ryan, 2; Bradford. Referee— fray, since they are accustomed to playing on a
Endsley, of Purdue. Umpire—Campbell, of Pennsyl- muddy field, and have been drilled in the oldvania State. Head Linesman—Kane, of Georgetown. style game more than in using the forward pass
Time of halves—Twenty-five and twenty minutes.
and open formations.
Never before in the history of Rose Poly had
DePauw, 5; Rose, 8.
such an enthusiastic mass of rooters gathered on
Grabbing the ball out of Overman's hands on the campus, and the rooters kept up their yells
forward pass from Grady in the last ten incessantly, Poly having the first chance to break
long
a
minutes of the second half of the game, Brad- forth when Bradford kicked a goal from placeford, Rose Poly's crack quarterback, ran 95 yards ment. Then DePauw gave way to rounds of apthrough a broken field, shaking off four men as plause when Jackson crossed the goal line; and
he went, for the touchdown which gave Rose the last, but not least, the followers of Old Rose
victory over DePauw by the score of 8 to 5. broke into the rooting with the wildest shrieks of
The Methodists had worked the ball up to Poly's joy when "Brad" carried the pigskin across to
25-yard line, but failed to gain on two attempts glory. For six long weeks the Rose warriors
at line bucking. Then Grady pulled back as if have been working with might and main to win
to try for a drop kick, but instead a long forward this one game, and such a scene as the one in the
pass was attempted, and Bradford was on the gymnasium after the struggle is seldom seen, fullspot to nab the pigskin just as Overman was grown college men hugging each other and jumpabout to receive it. The quarterback started on ing up and down, scarcely able to contain their
Rose is said to have played the pluckiest game
ever seen at Vanderbilt, which pleased the crowd
to such an extent that they gave the team a good
rousing applause as it left the field after the game.
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joy. To defeat DePauw has been the cry, and
this slogan carried the Poly eleven to success.
THE LINE-UP.

DePauzo.
Jordan
Stansell
Hawthorn
I.awrence (Capt.)
Hunt
Harmon
Hodler
Overman
Grady
Jackson
Walker

Position.
LE
LT
LG
C
R G
R T
RE
Q.B
LH
FB
R H

Rose Poly.
Wyeth
Wente
Black
Offutt
Davidson
Standau (Capt.)
Struck
Bradford
Strauss
Hoffner
Baker

SUMMARY.

Touchdowns—Bradford, Grady. Goal from placement—Bradford. Failure to kick goal from touchdown
—Grady, Bradford. Substitutions—Webster for Baker;
Hadley for Davidson; Roll for Struck; Chambers for
Jordan; Bittles for Overman. Referee—Goheen, of
Franklin. Umpire—Ruick, of Yale. Head Linesman—
Jones, of Indiana. Time of halves—Thirty minutes.

Kentucky State, 43; Rose, o.
Rose went down to defeat before Kentucky
State before the largest crowd of the season. It
was evident from the start that Rose was completely outclassed, at least with the team she put
on the field, for she left five of the regular men
at home to rest up for the Butler game.
It was a case of having to beat the umpire,
referee, and opposing team. The referee was,
indeed, partial, even the crowd hissing him for
his favoritism toward Kentucky State. But to
cap it all off, he slugged Wente in the last half
when he protested a .decision. He also allowed
Kentucky State to hurdle at will.
Rose lost her only chance to score when Brad
attempted a kick from placement, which was
immediately blocked.
FIRST HALF.

Strauss kicked to Threlkeld. Rose held for
downs and then failed to gain. Bradford tried a
place kick, which was blocked, Kentucky recover-

ing the ball. Kentucky rushed the ball to Rose's
io-yard line, where Rose held, and Kentucky
failed at a place kick. Bradford punted. Kentucky rushed the ball down to the 20-yard line
and Barbee scored on a place kick. Kentucky, 3;
Rose, o.
Strauss kicked off. Kentucky was forced to
put, and Roll made 30 yards on a forward pass
for Rose Poly. Bradford tried a place kick, but
failed. The Kentucky backs, Barbee, Rhodes,
and Johnson, rushed the ball to Rose's 35-yard
line, where Threlkeld got around the Engineers'
right end for a touchdown. Goal was missed.
Kentucky, 8; Rose, o.
Barbee received the kick-off and ran 65 yards,
being downed by Strauss. Kentucky rushed the
pigskin to the 2-yard line. Threlkeld hurdled
across the line, but the referee refused to penalize
the State team. Goal was missed, and the score
was: Kentucky, 13; Rose, o.
The Kentucky team received the next kickoff and rushed the ball to Rose's 20-yard linc
Barbee scored on a place kick. Kentucky, i6;
Rose, O.
SECOND HALF.

The second half started with Barbee kicking
off to Hoffner, who ran the ball back 30 yards.
Strauss made 35 yards on the next play, receiving
a forward pass. This ended Poly's hopes, for
the ball was lost on a fumble. Kentucky worked
the ball to Rose's i8-yard line and Rhodes went
through for a touchdown. Barbee kicked goal.
Kentucky, 22; Rose, o.
Barbee returned the kick-off 6o yards. The
next touchdown was made by Shanklin and no
goal was kicked. Kentucky, 27; Rose, o. Rose
kicked off to Kentucky, and after a series of end
runs, Threlkeld scored and goal was kicked.
Kentucky, 33; Rose, o.
Tilley went in for Davidson at right guard.
Rhodes scored the next touchdown and Barbee
missed goal. Kentucky, 38; Rose, o.
Fox scored the final touchdown on a run, returning a punt. Kentucky, 43; Rose Poly, o.
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THE LINE-UP.
Kentucky State.
Hillenmyer, Atkins.
Dunlap
Earle, Campbell
Webb
Ellis
Hendrickson
Spanklin, Pummer
Johnson
Rhodes, Fox
Threlkeld, Rout.
Barbee

Position.

.1. E
LT
LG
R G
R T
R E
Q. B
R.H
FB
L H

Rose Poly.
Roll
Wente
Buckner
Offutt
Davidson, Tilley
Black
Rohm, Rohm
Bradford, Shook
Strauss
Hoffner, Webster
Webster, Root

SUMMARY.

Touchdowns—Threlkeld, 3; Rhodes, 2; Shanklin, 1;
Barbee, 1. From field—Barbee, 2. Goats from touchdowns—Barbee, 2. Referee—Silbley. Umpire—Brodgman. Head Linesman—Conger. Time of halves—
Twenty-five minutes.

Butler, 6; Rose, 12.
Rose has won the secondary championship of
Indiana, but not without one of the fiercest gridiron battles of the year, in which Rose downed
the Butler College eleven by the score of 12 to 6.
Rose clearly outplayed Butler at every stage of
the game, and Bradford, who will make a strong
bid for all-state quarterback position, again comes
in the limelight, since he scored Poly's touchdown
after an 85-yard run, and also kicked two goals
from placement. Butler's only score came when
Thomas, the giant fullback, intercepted a forward
pass and made a remarkable 8o-yard run, afterward kicking goal. Both teams were on edge for
this greatest game of the year, wherein the secondary championship of the State lay, and both
elevens were in prime condition when they trotted
on the gridiron.
Although the weather was a little warm for
football, still the day was perfect. and long before time for the first whistle the bleachers were
filled to overflowing, and advantageous places
along the fence encircling the gridiron were lined
with enthusiasts. Butler had a large delegation
of students and rooters in the east bleachers, and
they cheered the blue and white long and lustily
when the warriors tramped on the field. Then
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appeared the old rose and gray, and the halls of
Poly fairly rang with the echoes of the rousing
yells. Every player was anxious for the fray to
begin, as was shown in the way they impatiently
ran through signals and nervously waited for the
officials to give the word.
Every man on the Poly team seemed to be in
great shape, while Butler's line-up appeared to be
heavier than that of the Engineers. After a short
conference with the referees the coin was tossed
up, and Captain Standau won, choosing to kick
off, and Captain Thomas choosing to defend the
south goal. Then came. the chances for the
officials to show their authority, and they certainly did it. Time and time again the teams
were called back, and it seemed as though neither
side could make a gain without some kind of a
penalty, but when the holding and hurdling were
most apparent, no whistle was heard.
THE LINE-UP.
Butler.
Position.
Rose Poly.
Stipple .
Wyeth
Staggs.
L.T
....Wente
Button
L.G....Black
Hartley
C.
Offutt
Cruse
R.G.Buckner
Templeton
R.T. .
....Standau (Capt.)
Schmidt ....
...... R.E.
Struck
Badger
Q.B.
.Bradford
Pavey.
L.H.Strouse
Thomas (Capt ) ..
F.B.
.Hoffner
Grier . ......
....R.H
Paker
SUMMARY.

Touchdowns—Bradford,Thomas. Goals from placement Bradford, 2. Goals from touchdown—Bradford,
Thomas. Referee—Endsley, Purdue. Umpire—Tighe,
Indiana. Head linesman—Scott, Princeton. Time of
halves-3o minutes. Substitutions—Hadley for Buckner, Rohm for Wyeth, Roll for Rohm, Webster for
Strouse, Thomas for Badger, Tharp for Crus...

This was surely a great victory for Old Rose.
After the game the student-body met and marched
through the principal streets of the town giving
their yells, and on Wabash Avenue they pulled off
a snake dance. Terre Haute was soon aware of
the fact that Rose had won the most important
game of the season, together with the secondary
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championship of the State. In short, the old
French town was painted red all over, and was
made to appear like a real college town chuck full
of college spirit, at least for a few hours.
At various points on the line of march Professor Hathaway and Coach Heze Clark were
discovered and caused to make speeches, which
they readily did with much spirit and enthusiasm.
Coach Clark and Professor Hathaway were
two of the most nervous men on the side lines
during the game, and two of the happiest after
the great battle. Coach Clark had the pleasure
of seeing the benefits of his teachings.
The team was never in better shape, and
showed their superiority over their opponents in
every department of the game. Even the great
Thomas, of Butler, could do nothing to stem the
tide, and the longer Butler played the weaker she
got, while just the opposite was true of Rose.
Bradford was easily the star for Rose, scoring
all the points himself.
However, the whole team deserves praise, for
every man did his duty.

This is giving Captain Hadley considerable worry.
He has so far three candidates for the position,
and hopes to be able to develop one good pitcher
out of the bunch. The schedule is only in its
primitive state thus far, but has prospects of
growing into something very promising before
April 1st.
FOOTBALL BRIEFS.
The new bleachers are all up now, and the
field begins to look like a real campus.
* * *
How long do you suppose it will take us to
forget that long 95-yard run of Brad's? Well,
there will be plenty of ice on the hot places when
we forget it.
*

*

*

BASKETBALL.
Manager Paul F. Stokes announces that he
will have a good schedule made by the time
basketball season starts. He has succeeded in
booking some good games, and to continue getting games along the same lines as were used last
year.
Nothing definite is known about the make-up
of the coming basketball team, except that most
of last year's team is back ready to fight it out
for their respective positions.
BASEBALL.
Although the baseball season is quite a ways
off, the captain and manager are quietly working along trying to find a good pitcher. Every
department of the team will be strong this year
with the possible exception of the pitcher's place.

Spoon Butler says he would like to know
where Heze got that new suit of corduroys, and
how many suits he bought for $1o, also how much
change he received?
*

*

Six hundred at the DePauw game Just wait
until you gaze upon the one thousand at the
Butler game.
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Has any one noticed Captain Standau's beautiful red sideburns?
*

*

*

Seth Hadley surely looked good to Poly rooters last Saturday. He worked like a Trojan all
through the game.
*

*

*

Webster is back in the game now. We are
glad to see you there, Web, old boy, and hope
you will not meet with any more accidents.
*

*

Coach Clark wore a smile that could not be
rubbed off with sandpaper after the DePauw
game.
*

*

E. A. Mees and F. P. Mooney have been appointed by the Athletic Association to represent
Rose at the coming conference of the Indiana
Collegiate Athletic League, which convenes at Indianapolis December 1r, 1909. Mr. Mees, by his
election this year, will also represent Rose next
year, and will fill the position of secretary of the
league. Rose's representative now occupies the
position of chairman of the Finance Committee.
* * *
Seth T. Hadley has been elected captain of
the baseball team for 1910. Had will very likely
cover the initial sack for Rose this year.
The following article will be of interest to all
men interested in athletics:
DIXON DEFINES STATUS OF COLLEGE ATHLETE.
Chairman of National Registration Committee of the
Amateur Union Rules on Competition Law.
Major John J. Dixon, chairman of the National
Registration Committee of the Amateur Athletic Union
of the United States, has received during the last few
weeks several inquiries in relation to the status of college athletes who have been registered with their clubs
and who have competed for their clubs during the summer vacation. They all seem to be anxious to have a
clear definition of the law governing the right of college
athletes to compete.
In answer to all these communications Major Dixon
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has made the following decision: "An athlete who has
registered for his club in the district wherein he resides
can either continue his registration for his club and compete for them in open games while going to college, or
he can transfer his registration to his college and compete for that college organization in open competition if
he so desires.
"Any athlete a college student now competing for
and a member of an athletic club, who competes for such
athletic club after the opening of the scholastic year, will
thereafter be ineligible to represent his college in open
meetings. But there is nothing to prevent a college man
who has competed for his own club from continuing to
represent his club in open competition and his college in
collegiate competition. Under no circumstances, however, can he represent both his college and his club in
open competition."
In other words, during the scholastic year a college
student must elect which organization he will represent in open competition. He can not represent both in
open competition, but he can represent his club in open
competition and his college in competitions closed to
colleges.

The following table will be published in each
issue (luring the season, with each man's standing
tabulated to date:

-c

4
C) c

bo

0
Struck.
Rohm
Wente
Black
Offutt
Davidson
Larson.
Standau, Capt
Roll.
Wyeth.
Riehm. . ....
Bradford
Shook
Strause
Root
Hoffner
Baker..

.1.4;

3

2

1

2

3

10

4

5

3
2
1

Total points scored by Rose, log; by opponents, 142.

How the record appears on paper: Rose—
Won 3, lost 3 ; percentage, .500.
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TANGLEVOOT ?
Mac (the day after the Freshman banquet)—
Washburn says that the proper units of head When I was a student I was able to stay out all
are feet, and that to get a head in feet you mul- night and be all right the next day. Of course,
tiply the height by the depth.
this was before I was married.
From this one would naturally conclude that
* * *
if A were ahead of B, considering unit values,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS TO TRAINMEN'S RULES.
B must be afoot, so in order that A reach B,
What is an operator? A graduate of a ham
A must either mount or acquire a greater foot
foundry plucked before he is ripe.
pressure.
How much does he improve after he gets a
* * *
job? None; he gets worse.
HEARD IN STEAM CLASS.
What is a book of rules? A book preserved
Jackie—Mr. Reinhardt, what is a monkey
in
trainmaster's office under lock and key.
the
wrench?
What is a wire chief ? The man who waits
Reinhardt explains in detail.
Jackie—Now tell us the difference between a until the dispatcher is busy and then takes the
wire.
right and a left-handed one.
What is a trainmaster's clerk? The man who
* * *
Stump in Applied—You get the same thing collects cigars from boomer brakemen.
Who examines the men? The night chief
by changing the donations of the ys.
dispatcher.
* * *
\Vhat are an operator's duties? To receive
The Juniors who take retaining walls are beginning to look in their Greek alphabets to find and deliver train orders.
the letters "alpher, gammer, and delter."
Does he do so? No. he stands on the station
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STRUCKIE.
platform until the train has passed and then informs the dispatcher of its passage.
Friend—Do you drink?
What is a switchman? A man employed for
Struck—Is that a question or an invitation?
the purpose of switching cars and for providing
steady employment for the car inspectors and
Rush—I get 47,890 for the stress in that
such other duties as may be assigned to him. He
member.
fears neither God nor man.
Struck—Check, I got 4-7-8-9-0.
Does he permit cars to strike each other viowhen
Rush—I must be wrong.
lently? Yes, excepting in investigations,
they only strike hard enough to tell it; just
It is said that Howe came quietly into the
enough to crack a flea.
What is a fixed signal? One that has been Civil room the other day and overheard Struck
make the following remark: "* * * ! ! H! D! *
sent to the shop and repaired.—E.r.
(?) *." The following day Struckie was feeling
* * *
cheery and sang a quiet little vocal solo. unconA man reached Terre Haute late one night
scious of the fact that Howe stood just behind
last month, and although it was far past bedtime,
him. When the melody(?) ended, Howe rehe started out to find his friend Smith. He found
marked that if Struck must indulge in one or the
the address and pounded long and loud. Finally
other, it seemed to him that it would better be
the door was opened by a sleepy individual, of
the swearing.
whom the visitor inquired if this was where Mr.
Smith stayed.
Charlie—Say, Spoon, let's get up a baseball
"Yes, second floor front; bring him right in."
team of our own.
* * *
Washburn—I think your experience in catch"Knippy," in developing a formula for calcu- ing "highballs" will justify you in holding center.
lating the efficiency of dynamos, writes:
Output.
Input.
Newhart—Wouldn't it simplify the equation
considerably if you would cancel the—puts—?
E=

*

*

*

Wanted—A cure-all remedy to relieve Larsen's intermittent illness, which deprives said gentleman of the pleasure of attending classes in
Electrical Engineering, etc.
* * *
Why is an ab. sissy? For information consult
Junior civils, architects, or mechanicals.
*

*

*

HEARD IN ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS.

Student—Which problem are you now demonstrating, professor?
Hath (absentmindedly)-0h, any one of
them. They're all alike.

Heze (on the side lines)—That man Struck
doesn't use his brains when he plays; it's nothing
but headwork.
Struck in class, day-dreaming about his latest
acquaintance.
Howe (explaining an equation)—Struck, how
does that look?
Struck—Some class!
The Faculty are now debating whether
Struck's case is the limit in absences, or an absence of limits for same. Our dear old Hath has
worked out the following:
If Hay = man who works much overtime,
then
Hay
(attendance) = six hours per week behind.
e Struck

f
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SOPHOMORE LOCALS.
Ferrell says that one reason some people can't
play football is because they're soft all over, and
the higher up you go the softer they get.
* * *
Faurot—Speaking of impressions, what impression does this room give you?
Fresh.—Hell.
*

*

*

First Fresh. (singing)—"Beautiful eyes"—
Second ditto—They'll be black ones if you
don't cut the racket.
*

*

*

Plew—The correct answer to this problem is
4.8. Mr. Messick, what did you get?
Bud—I got stung.
* *
Soph.—To vote for Hath, place a dx under
the first name on the ballot.
* * *
Sing a song of banquets,
Stomach full of rye;
Four-and-twenty(?) healthy jags—
Ask a Sophomore why.
*

*

*

Soph.—What (lid you fellows have to eat at
your banquet?
Fresh. (absently)—Stack o' wheat, and one
in the dark.
* * *
Smith—You ought to get married and settle
down.
Jones—I guess I'll stay single and settle up.—

Mac (after recounting the exploits of a former—and rather poor—student)—By the way,
Brennan, he was from Indianapolis.
Brennan—Well—
Mac—Oh, I'm not comparing him with you;
this fellow really showed sparks of intelligence
Ex.
at times.
*

*

*

Little gobs of Algebra.
Little chunks of Trig..
Make the weary Freshman
Sit up nights and dig.
Integrals of Calculus,
Problems in Descrip..
From the lips of Sophomores
Make the cuss words slip.
Bits of Electricity,
Note-books full of Steam.
Keep a bunch of Juniors
Off the football team.
Mac's Applied Mechanics
And a thesis for each man
Is enough to keep the Seniors
A (loin' all they can.

*

*

*

GOSH DERNE.

There was a young man from Lucerne
Whose father had money to berne;
But the grouchy old bloke
Couldn't tolerate smoke,
And refused absolutely to lerne.—Ex.
*

*

*

TIE WAS SLITESNE..

A brilliant young lad of Duquesne,
On finding her love on the wuesne,
Threw himself on his back
On a main railroad track,
And was scattered all over the pluesne.
* * *
Soph. No. 1—Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Same, No. 2—Don't use such fowl language.
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Increasing the Efficiency of the Electric
Motor Drive.
An article under the above title, by Mr.
Howard S. Knowlton, in The Engineering Magazine, contains a very large number of important
considerations usually not noticed in the design
or operation of a modern shop using individual
or group drives. The modern tendency is to use
three-phase induction motors of about 44o volts
for all group drives on any machine where the
speed is fairly constant, or it does not have to
start with a full load. In these cases direct current is most generally used. The finest examples
of electrical drives are to be found in some of the
more recent railway shops.
In one instance, and this may be considered
typical of the majority, the power plant consists
of two turbines of the Parsons type, three-phase,
440-volt, and two rotary converters produce
direct current at 250 volts. A small engine set is
provided for field excitation to start with, but
when the converters are in operation they supply the full current. The direct current is used
for all cranes, transfer tables, incandescent
lighting, portable tools and several of the large
wheel lathes. Everything else is driven by threephase induction motors. It is here that a source
of trouble often occurs, and is very often neglected. Very many of the machines are equipped
with motors which are from 50 per cent. to 300
per cent. too highly rated for the maximum load
of the machine. Very few of the machines have
a load factor of much over 50 per cent. Conse-
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quently the resultant power factor is generally as
low as 40 per cent. or 50 per cent. This means
that the generator must supply twice the current
for the same power developed, and, therefore,
must stand continuous heating, or the first cost
must be raised by the purchase of a much larger
generator. If the converters are rather large as
compared with the generator, or it is possible to
use some large synchronous motors in the shops,
the power factor of the system may be raised by
overexciting the field and thus causing a leading
current in the motor.
Railway electrification in Chicago has been
under discussion for a number of years. and
about a year ago the Illinois Central Railroad
took the first active steps, publicly at least, to
study the problem. It is interesting to note what
the railroad company has learned as the result
of its investigations, and its conclusions can be
gleaned in a measure from the annual report of
Mr. J. T. Harahan, president of the road. He
points ,out that there are no great freight terminals operated by electricity, and that it is still
questionable if the electrification of such is practicable. The terminals of the company include
three hundred and ten miles of track, and President Harahan states that with the best information obtainable it appears that the electrification
would cost more than $18,000,000, a great sum
to spend upon a project which he says "would be
a doubtful success in operation." The question
has been brought up in Chicago solely in an effort
to reduce the smoke nuisance, and the company

6o
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hopes to accomplish this to an extent by other
means. The board of directors has authorized
the purchase of cars propelled by gasoline motors
in order to try them on suburban service, and has
begun investigations as to the availability of coke
as locomotive fuel. Meanwhile the transportation committee of the Chicago city council has
under advisement an ordinance requiring the electrification of the terminals of all roads within
eight miles of the center of the city before January I, 1912, so that without doubt there will be
other developments in the situation in the near
future, either in measures by the city or in conferences between the railroad companies and the
municipal authorities.—The Engineering Record.

Factors of Safety in Airship Design.
It is high time that ordinary engineering
knowledge and experience should be used in designing airships. Any one with even a most elementary knowledge of machine construction can
not fail to notice the crudities of machine design
that exist in dirigible balloons and aeroplanes.
Yet they fly; but the time has come to begin a
systematic improvement of details. The fact that
machines are being sold to the public is sufficient
proof of the preceding statement.
Probably no one knows just what factors of
safety—using that expression in an engineering

sense—existed in bicycle construction of a few
years ago, or even to-day for that matter. The
bicycle development was a whittling, paring operation in an effort to build the lightest machine
possible and still have it usable. Airship development has apparently begun with the lightest construction possible; for, obviously, a machine must
be light to fly.
Coupled with this fact which is obvious is another, probably unknown in magnitude by any
one, that airship members are subject to certain
stresses when flying under given conditions.
Those stresses must be known and designed for.
Six human lives have been lost in airship accidents since the Rheims contests, and while it is
impossible to state with authority that an engineering study of details resulting in modifications
of design might have prevented the accidents, yet
such is the presumption.
So apparent are the crudities of construction
that even the daily papers are beginning to recognize and comment concerning them.
We have seen several flights and attempted
flights during the last two years of both aeroplanes and dirigibles, and every one was characterized by a condition of unreadiness. Something or other must be tinkered with before the
machine could be used. In justice we must say
that this applies in much less degree to Mr. Curtiss and his machines than to others.—American
Machinist.
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